REASONING RULE 1

The reason the U.S.C.G says the answers are what they are

Questions 4678, 4501, 4091, and 4825 All concern the light signal for submarines authorized by the Secretary of the Navy in footnote 1 of Rule 1. - It being stated there as an intermittent flashing amber/yellow beacon.

Questions 9102, 199, and 198 - Concern vessels of special construction; who may have offset or differently arranged lights if they cannot comply completely with the lighting requirements of the Rules. They should, however, be as close to compliance as possible.

Question 51 says that the U.S. rules define requirements for traffic separation schemes. But not moderate speed, nor do they REQUIRE the use of radiotelephone in reaching a passing agreement.

Question 9146 says that the international rules apply on the high seas (international waters) and the waters that are connected to them that can be navigated by sea-going vessels - as is stated in the Rule.